
Learn-At-Home Plan  
Date: April 14, 2020  

Teacher:  

Please refer to the directions below. If you have any questions regarding the assignments,  please email me at or use google account   .  

 
 Begin the Project - Howard Gardner’s Theory of Multiple Intelligence - the attached article explains the 8 defined 

areas of his theory and the 1 suggested, newer, competency of his theory.  You will be taking some pictures and 
determining what areas of intelligence are your strongest and those areas in which you are not so strong. 

Completed?  

   

   

 1. Read the article “Howard Gardner’s Theory of Multiple Intelligence” from the attached pdf file.  Don’t be scared 
because it is 9 pages!!  It really begins with some background, then proceeds to explain and provide examples 
from the 9 competencies of the theory. 

a. The 9 Competencies include:  
i. Verbal/Linguistic 
ii. Logical/Mathematical 
iii. Bodily-Kinesthetic 
iv. Musical 
v. Interpersonal 
vi. Intrapersonal 
vii. Naturalistic 
viii. Existential - this one is new and only “suggested” by Gardner 

 

 2. After reading the article and gaining an understanding of each of the 9 competencies complete the following 
project on the Gardner Project Student Work document. 

a. Create/Take a picture of you or someone in your family that shows each competency in action.  Write a 
brief caption/sentences about what is going on in the picture and how it applies to the specific 
competency you are using it for. 

b. Name 3 types of jobs someone might pursue if they are strong in that particular competency. 
c. At the conclusion, answer the following questions… 

 

https://www.niu.edu/facdev/_pdf/guide/learning/howard_gardner_theory_multiple_intelligences.pdf


i. Which 2 competencies do you feel as though you are strongest in, and what evidence leads you 
to believe this way? 

ii. Which 2 competencies do you feel as though you are weakest in, and what evidence leads you 
to believe this way? 
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